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Spice Program
An open-source and social impact program sponsored by Futurice.


The evolution

Our open-source sponsorship & social impact program – better known as The Spice Program – was launched back in 2013. As we were regularly utilizing contributions of the open-source community, the original idea was to give something back. We also wanted to support learning opportunities for our people outside their project context and in technologies we aren’t working with. Since then, it has evolved into covering all sorts of volunteering work that bring social impact and where our people can use their professional skills for good.
Between January 2017 and December 2022, our people logged about 39 000 hours of Spice Hours, equivalent to 585 000 euros of paid-out volunteering bonuses. Unfortunately, some historical details were lost when we experimented with storing the hour markings in a custom Ethereum-based blockchain. Not the best tech choice we’ve ever made. On average, the reported hours per month are currently around 600.



The three guiding principles of the Spice Program

We build a better world
We use our skills to make the world better by contributing to projects with a positive social impact.



We make our people happy
We enable our people to do good by contributing to initiatives that are close to their hearts and minds.



We benefit our company
We make Futurice a better company by engaging our people, improving our skills, growing our networks and being damn proud of working here.




How it works in practice

Our employees can work on open source and other social impact projects on their own time and get paid for it.
Use professional skills
We pay 15€/hour on top of their regular salary for employees’ free time contributions that use their professional skills.
Maintain a healthy balance
We have a 30 hours/person monthly limit on how much is supported. It protects employees from overloading themselves.
Share with the community
Any project goes, as long as the outcome is shared with an open-source license or in other ways which can be utilized freely by others. It can be a CC-licensed book about UX design or a coding lesson given in public schools. There have already been five music albums (as “Chilicorn Records”) released under a Creative Commons license. This is not just for developers. It applies to all our specialists.
This is not work
Futurice makes no IPR claims whatsoever regarding these contributions. In fact, we insist on employees taking all due credit for their efforts.



Some of our work

	
Open source software
Tools, libraries, hobby apps & more. All kinds of GitHub projects our employees deemed worthy to create or contribute to.
	Sanuli, by Jaakko Husso
	Cycle.js, by André Staltz
	The Reservator
	fromfrom, by Tomi Turtiainen
	All Futurice public projects on GitHub





	
Open education
Code schools, code clubs, design & prototyping workshops, open-source teaching material, code clubs for teachers, mentoring... When it comes to digital open education in Finland, we can almost say "you name it, we've done it".
	Code Clubs
	Code Schools
	Teacher mentoring






The Chilicorn Fund
To boost the social impact angle, the Spice Program has also been running the Chilicorn Fund which has directly supported selected non-profits with pro bono work in an attempt to make the world a slightly better place. Here are a few examples of projects funded by our program.

	SaferGlobe Arms Exports Report
A tool for visualizing and making sense of Finland's arms exports.

	Momo the Robot meets children
An experiment using an open-source humanoid robot doing sign language in communication therapy for autistic children.

	Lääketutka
A tool for understanding people's medicinal habits using discussion forum data.



How to contribute?

	Join Futurice
Join one of the best workplaces in the world to enjoy the benefits of Spice: learning new skills at an alarming pace, contributing to worthy causes, and getting paid to work on hobby projects you care about.

	Futurice Academy
Are you in the early steps of your career or in the process of changing to a new profession? Futurice Academy is there for the junior tech talent!



Spread the word

Tell the world about our approach. Tell your employer; ask them to do the same. Tell your friends. Show that this model exists and that it works and challenge others to follow our lead.
Similar programs have been adopted by other companies, like our Family Company, Columbia Road.
Share this URL -> LinkedIn | Twitter | Facebook



Get in touch
	Antti Lammi
Head of Technology
+358 44 2786885antti.j.lammi@futurice.com


Related blogs

	Futurice Open Source Program - The Spice Program
We have a company-sponsored open source and social impact program, with the primary goal of making the world a better place. This lengthy and tedious blog post answers to the question: what?

	How Spice Program supported my creation of 235
Since January of 2021, Juhis has been working on a command-line tool to learn Rust and to get the NHL results to the command-line. This open source project called 235 is supported by Futurice's open source program Spice.

	Futurice Professional Volunteering Bonus extended
Four good years into supporting employee free-time open source, it's time to step up our game. 
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